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1 
This, invention:,relatesrgenemny ‘Vito _1th>e, _¢ any} of 

electrodepositing metals anddm'ore particularly to» 
electrodepositinga "layer :or- ';'coating 'of fmetal- on‘ 
the inside of bearing rshells: andathe like.‘ 

High'quality bearings such as employed in air-" 
craft engines may be made by electrodepositing a" 
layer or ‘layers-of relatively :soft" metal‘ or alloy 
having goodxantifrictional properties onto a sup?» 
portiof 'at'harder' and stronger metal which acts‘ 
as the cathode'during the'plating operation; Dif-J 
ferent forms of apparatuses havebeen proposed‘ 
heretofore izfor: 1electrodeposting-metal on ‘the in 
side oiiibearing shells andsthe like. While some of‘ ' 
thecplatin‘g-a apparatuses‘sor devices" have ‘given 
satisfactory‘result‘s and many'ihig‘h quality bear: 

ings‘ produced ‘thereby;- all vithoseapparatuses of whichi am; aware area-subject‘ toone-or'more dis; ' 

advantages‘.r' . 

Infplatiilg ‘bearings' and the like it is desirable to - 
electrodeposit the relatively soft metal2 at‘ airapid~~ 
rate requiring relatively high currenthdénsities; 
Thisfact‘orwalongwith" others makes it necessary 
onadvantageous to provide a considerable‘ amount ‘ 
of'agi'tation‘ of the =plating‘isolution, In some ap‘: 
paratusesheretofore employed ‘reliance is placed " 
on ‘more ior less-complicated devices to» agitateor " 
rotate the anode andyoracathode-during- the proc-v > 
ess ioiizel-eetrodeposition in» order to provide-circled“ 
tive‘agit'ation and‘tobringa ‘supply of fresh plat; - 30 

m‘gi'sh'eHsLL In other constructions arotary'm'ea-ns " 
such iassanr impeller *may 'be Lemployed; to *provide‘ " 
agitationi‘of. the plating solution’ and- which‘rotary“ 

ingi solutionrtdithei inside‘ surface *of ‘the bearr 

. 2e 

changingithea?ow through'alli of the :other stacks-.3; 
inthe system; In accordance With'the'present in-: 
v‘ention’iby' making'iuse ‘of :a* system including; 
gravity/?ow;v a constant ‘head is provided for each‘: 

3: stack‘ and the now th‘roughzany stack-of a'plurale 
ity of stacks may :be -changed"atxwillwith0ut; 51H?" 
?uencing thes'rate- of ‘?ow or :pressure in :anyiofig. 
the. other‘li'stacks in the system.‘ 

Another)" disadvantage i- of . some apparatuses-‘v: 
l?xfheretgfore‘=emp10yed is‘ that ‘masking oithe hear; 

ing back-io-r shelliformin'gth‘e cathode isnecessayr 

The procedure‘ of. applying'the masks. and remov~ ing: the 1 same ‘after :plating is not 'only time con-t. -» 

sumingbut'the masks are a cause=ofplatingsree~ 
llitjecti‘dns -due=to- plating solution being trapped in"; 
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means may ".be employed; either‘ by itself For» with-“ 
meanstofagitate or rotate the anode and/or ‘cath 
ode. .S'uch'movable'means are {not required in the-r 
preferred embodiment of my invention and the‘ 
platingtsolution‘is ‘agitated ‘and a'supply of fresh 
platingzsolution is brought continuously into cone 
tact iwith th'elinside surfaceoi the bearing shells» 
by'simple‘ means and without the meet rotary dé-~ » 
vices Yin‘the “electrolyte; 

Inrgeneral: there‘ are advantages in ?o'wing‘th'e 
electrolyte ‘upwardly through a - stack 10f‘ bearings '~ 
or-ifotherzanticles tribe plated.‘ It is’ ‘desirable ‘also 
to :have positive pressure é such"i as provided by“ a > 
correct'itype of ‘pump. It'iis desirable from pram 
tica‘lz considerationsto employ a plurality of plat-=1 ' 
ingiunits :for‘ieach'tank of plating "solution in or-» 

* 50"’th'e outside of the bearing shells; 

plated-:atione time.‘ However; unless a separate 
der. thatfa plurality of stacks of ‘bearings can- be 

pumpsis used for each-‘plating unit,‘ it is di?ieult 
to :control the rate‘ of i?owk through the individual! 
stacksY-andithe ‘rate of. ?owithrough OIIGlOI‘clIlOIE“ _ 
stacks cannot .ibe-salterediwithwt simultaneously #1 55 Y 

the'various types of ‘masks-employed; Invthe pre-; 
ferred 'embodim‘entfof ‘my invention no external; 
masking ' devices are :necessary; - 

Che ‘objectcitric-invention is the provision-r of an‘ improved‘ apparatus for ‘plating. bearing shells' a 

and the :like that-ieliminates defects-in devices’. 
heretofore employed.‘ 
Another ‘object of the invention'is ‘theaprovie' 

sion'of 'an'apparatus for plating bearings and the 
'like ‘that ‘iseharacteriz'ed 'by its simplicity "and-1 
ease of operationand control. _ 

It is: also an- object of. this invention to provide ‘* 
an apparatus" of simple construction adaptedv te~~ 
plate a1 plurality of stacks of‘b‘earings and the-' 
like atone time and wherein the?ow through any» 
one ‘stack may be changed'without in?uencing the * 
rate‘ of new through any of the other stacks": 

IE‘is- alsoan- objector this invention to providerv 
an‘improved apparatus for plating a‘plurality oft?‘ 
‘stacks of hearing and the like at one time in which- 
onlyasingle'pump is required-to circulate-the»: 

‘ plating’solution and in which the 'flow character-w 

40 

istics through any-one stack maybe changed“ 
without‘ a?ecting the flow characteristicsthrough ‘ 

l-‘any of the other stacks. 
A ‘further ‘object ‘of the ‘invention isthe "pro‘-'-~~ 

vision of ‘an‘improved device of the class'described 'i 
in whichit is practical to ?lter the ‘plating solu 
tion‘so that ‘only ?ltered solution flows past the‘ 
"cathode. 

It is-a ‘further ‘object ‘of the invention‘ to prof» 
vide'v an improved apparatus for plating'the‘ina 
side of bearing shells and the like that eliminates 
the necessity of employing-masking devices for“ 

A’further object of the inventionis “to'provide " 
an improvedmeans-for maintaining a fresh and“ 
undepleted' supply of ‘plating ’ solution ‘at "the :sur; 
facesto be plated.‘ 

It‘lis' 'als‘oran ‘object’ of'ith‘e invention‘ ‘to provide’ 
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a device of the class described in which no rotary 
devices are required in the electrolyte. 
'Another object of the invention is to provide a 

device of the class described in which only a 
small amount of floor space is required per stack 
of bearings or other articles being plated. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will become more apparent from the detailed de 
scription which follows. 
Reference is herewith made to the accompany 

ing drawing illustrating an apparatus in accord— 
ance with one embodiment of the invention. 
In the drawing: _ 

Figure 1 is an elevational view with parts 
broken away and with parts in section illustrating 
an apparatus in accordance with the invention. 
Figure 2 is an enlarged sectional view of one of 

the plating unit assemblies shown in Figure 1. 
In the drawing, in indicates a lower tank hav 

ing a supply I2 of plating solution or electrolyte. 
Directly above the lower tank is another tank Is, 
in which is an amount of plating solution indi 
cated by It. For the purpose of pumping the 
plating solution from the lower tank to the upper 
tank there are provided; a pipe I8 leading from 
the lower tank to the inlet side of pump 20, a 
pump outlet 22, a ?lter 24 and a pipe 26 leading 
from the ?lter and discharging into the upper 
tank. In the bottom of the upper tank are a 
plurality of similar outlet tubes or pipes 28, in 
this case three in number. Each outlet ‘tube has 
a valve 30 therein wherein ?ow of electrolyte 
therein can be stopped entirely or regulated in 
amount. Each of the outlet tubes 28 leads down 
wardly to a corresponding plating unit assembly 
in the lower tank indicated generally by 32. The 
plating unit assemblies each comprise a hollow 
support 33 formed of hard rubber or equivalent 
material, a chamber 34 in each support, atubular 
connection 35 of rubber connecting the lower end 
of a pipe 28 and a chamber 34, an ori?ce plate or 
annular plug 35 of hard rubber or equivalent 
material having openings 3'! through which 
electrolyte ?ows from each chamber, a soft rub 
ber gasket 38, a bearing shell assembly including 
two bearing shells Ill] and G2, a soft rubber gasket 
44 and a metallic clamping ring 46, a cap 48 of 
hard rubber above the bearing shell assembly 
having inner curved portions 49 and 50, a soft 
rubber gasket 52 between the upper bearing shell 
and cap forming a tight seal therebetween, and 
a hollow anode 54 within the bearing assembly, 
said anode passing downwardly through the ori 
?ce plate 36 and hard rubber support 33 and dis 
charging into the lower tank It). The hollow sup 
port 33 is generally cup-shaped and has a base 
and upwardly extending walls of generally circu 
lar shape. The upper portion of the hollow anode 
is spaced from the stack of bearing shells so as to 
form an annular passage between the same, while 
the intermediate portion of the hollow anode is 
spaced from the upwardly extending walls of the 
hollow support 
shape, the two annular passages being connected 
together. The lower end of the tubular'anode 
passes through a centrally arranged opening in 
the base or bottom of the cup-shaped support and 
is in liquid-tight engagement therewith. The 
electrolyte enters the hollow support by means of 
tubular connection 35 and flows upwardly in the 
annular passages until it reaches the upperend 
of the cathode and then ?ows downwardly 
through the tubular anode for return to the lower 
supply tank. It will be understood that the anode 
will 'be connected to the positive side of a‘ source 

33 to form a passage otannular 
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4 
of direct current and the metallic bearing shells 
40 and 42 electrically connected to each other by 
metallic clamping ring ‘36 will be connected to the 
negative side of the source of current to form the 
cathode on which metal will be electrodeposited 
in the plating operation by means of electric cur 
rent passing through the electrolyte from the an 
ode to the cathode. 
Another pipe 56 leads from a point in the upper 

tank to a point of discharge in the lower tank 
and acts as an over?ow return should the pump 
20 circulate more solution or electrolyte to the up 
per tank than is returned to the lower tank by 
means of the pipes or tubes 28 leading to the sev 
eral plating units. 
As shown the solution in the lower tank is below 

the lowermost bearing shell and surrounding the 
hollow supports 33. When the solution level is 
thus maintained no external masking is required 
for the bearing shells. 
The upper tank is supported above the lower 

tank at a sui?cient height to give suf?cient volume 
of ?ow by means of gravity flow through each of 
the pipes 28 leading to the plating units. In most 
cases a head of 24 to 30 inches gives suf?cient 
volume of ?ow upwardly through the plating 
units. For ?ne adjustment the valves 30 in the 
pipes 28 may be operated to control the ?ow. 
The ?ow through any pipe 28 may be cut oil en 
tirely without affecting the head or amount of 
?ow through the other pipes. 
As shown the jet or ori?ce plate 36 has the 

openings 31 arranged spirally at an angle of 
about 45° in order to impart a spiral flow to the 
electrolyte as it passes upward between the hol 
low anode and bearing shells. This most effec 
tively brings fresh plating solution into contact 
with the surfaces to be plated. In some cases 
the ori?ces may be so disposed as to cause the 
flow to be straight up between the anode and 
bearing shells. 
The anodes and other materials may be what 

ever is necessary to conform with the type of 
electrolyte. If, for example, the solution or elec 
trolyte is a silver plating solution, the anode may 
be of silver. In this case, of course, the anode 
will be used up as the silver passes into solution 
during electrolysis and eventually the anode must 
be replaced. If the anode is of iron or other in 
soluble material, it will be necessary to replace or 
replenish the silver that is electrodeposited out 
of the electrolyte. This can be accomplished by 
adding a silver salt to the electrolyte from time 
to time, or other means may be employed. 
The number of units which may be used in the 

tank are, of course, limited only by the size of 
the tank desired. 
While the construction illustrated in the draw 

ings shows only two bearing shells in each assem 
bly, it will be understood that a greater number 
can be plated at one time at each plating unit, or, 
of course, only one, if desired. After the desired 
thickness of metal is electrodeposited'onto each 
bearing shell assembly, the rubber cap 48 and 
gasket 52 are'removed from the upper bearing 
shell and the bearing shell assembly removed 
from its seat on the soft rubber gasket 38, where 
upon an unplated bearing shell assembly can 
then be placed in position for plating. The op 
eration of removing a plated bearing assembly 
and inserting an unplated bearing assembly is a 
simple one. The clamping ring 46 has adjustable 
screws 10 which, when tightened, secure the two 
bearing shells together as an assembly. When 
the screws are loosened the bearings can be sep~ 
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arated from each other. The electrical connec 
tion leading to the negative side of the source of 
plating current may be attached to the clamping 
ring. 

It will be understood that the soft rubber gas 
kets 38, 44 and 52 form liquid tight seals which 
prevent the electrolyte from escaping during up 
ward ?ow of the electrolytebetween the hollow 
anode and bearing assembly. The curved por 
tions 49 and 50 of the caps are for the purpose 
of directing the electrolyte into the inside of the 
hollow anode with as little turbulence as possible. 
Each cap 48 forms a tight press ?t with the bear 
ing shell. If desired, suitable clamping or hold 
down means (not shown) may be employed to 
hold the caps in position during the plating op 
eration. 
In place of causing the electrolyte to return to 

the lower tank through the anode it is possible 
to omit the cap member and otherwise modify 
the construction to permit the electrolyte to flow 
over the upper edge of the upper bearing shell 
of the bearing shell assembly and return to the 
lower tank. In such case, however, suitable ex 
ternal masking means must be provided for the 
‘backs of the bearing shells. Suitable masking 
means also will be required in the apparatus 
illustrated in the drawing if the solution level is 
permitted to rise above the portion of the bear 
ing shell assembly above the hollow support 32. 
Various changes and modi?cations may be 

made without departing from the spirit and prin 
ciples of the invention. 

1 claim: 
An apparatus for electrodepositing metal on 

the inside of a stack of bearing shells and the 
like which comprises, a generally cup-shaped 
support having a base and upwardly extending 
walls of generally circular shape, the upper por 
tions of said walls adapted to engage in liquid 
tight relation and support a stack of bearing 
shells connected together to form a tubular cath 
ode, said base having an opening centrally ar 
ranged therein, a tubular anode having an upper 
portion within the tubular cathode, an interme 
diate portion within the cup-shaped support and 
a lower portion extending through said opening, 
said upper portion being spaced from said tubu 
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6 
lar cathode to form an annular passage for elec 
trolyte between said tubular cathode and said 
upper portion, said intermediate portion being 
spaced from said walls and forming therewith a 
passage of annular shape, said annular passages 
thus being connected together, said lower por 
tion being in liquid-tight engagement with said 
opening, an annular plug in the annular passage 
between said intermediate portion and said walls 
at a point between said base and upper end of 
said walls, said plug having angularly arranged 
jet openings adapted to impart a spiralling effect 
to electrolyte as it flows therethrough, a cap in 
liquid-tight engagement with the upper end of 
said tubular cathode and spaced from the upper 
end of said tubular anode, means for ?owing 
electrolyte into said annular passage below said 
plug, then upwardly through the angularly ar 
ranged jet openings, then spirally upward . 
through said annular passageway formed be 
tween the upper portion of said tubular anode 
and said tubular cathode to the upper end of the 
cathode and then downwardly through the tubu 
lar anode, and means for passing electric current 
from the tubular anode to the tubular cathode 
through the electrolyte ?owing spirally upward 
in said annular passageway between the two. 

WILLIAM M. MARTZ. 
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